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Silvi

• Silviculture is 
certainly about 
trees, and 
specifically about 
trees in forests



…culture

• The totality of 
socially transmitted 
behavior patterns, 
arts, beliefs, 
institutions, and all 
other products of 
human work and 
thought

• www.thefreedictionary.com/culture



…culture

• the quality in a 
person or society 
that arises from a 
concern for what is 
regarded as 
excellent in arts, 
letters, manners, 
scholarly pursuits, 
etc
dictionary.reference.com/
browse/culture



Silviculture
• “Silviculture is the art 

& science of controlling 
the establishment, 
growth, composition, 
health, and quality of 
forests & woodlands to 
meet the diverse needs 
& values of landowners 
& society on a 
sustainable basis.”

Society of American Foresters 1994



Knowledge needed to practice 
good silviculture

• Site quality and characteristics
• Character of surrounding landscape
• Age classes found in and around this 

forest stand
• History of the forest
• Silvics of species in the stand



Site quality

• Sometimes measured by the height of 
leading trees at a certain age, figured 
out by taking tree cores (if the tallest 
trees were removed, or the stand is 
uneven-aged, this may not work)

• Concept integrates landscape position, 
many soil characteristics, dry/moist 
conditions, and nutrients



Landscape Context



Age classes of your forest

Uneven-aged Even-aged



Age classes of your forest
Uneven-aged

• With each entry into an 
uneven-aged stand, we 
pay attention to each age 
class
– We harvest some or all of 

the oldest trees
– We thin among the middle 

aged trees to give them 
room to grow well

– We create gaps for a new 
age class to establish and 
grow

Even-aged
• Activities planned for the 

stage of development of 
the single age class
– At very young ages, we 

only thin to improve 
species composition

– In middle aged stands, we 
thin to favor the trees-best 
matched to our goals

– When stands reach 
maturity, we work with 
them to harvest & 
regenerate



Bird Species
In forests under even vs. uneven-aged systems
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…but a forest with both systems
would be similar in bird diversity
to the even-aged forest…



Age – Size - Vigor

Vigorous young 
sapling

Flat-topped, low 
vigor old sapling

Bottom line – small old trees NOT a 
good substitute for small young trees



Landowner Goals vs. 
Land use history

• Grazing
• Fire
• Disease/Insects
• Logging damage
• Harvesting
• Deer browsing
• Invasive plants
• Sprouting-rot, quality
• Disturbance Interactions



Silvics
• “Silvics is the habit or 

behavior of a forest 
tree.

Does it need lots of sun?  
(Shade tolerance)
Do deer like it?
How does it regenerate?
How fast does it grow?
Does it respond to thinning?
Does it provide mast?
What’s its habitat value?
What’s its timber value?
What’s its aesthetic value?
How fast does its wood decay?

Webster's Revised Unabridged 
Dictionary, © 1996, 1998



Silviculture
• ...or, Silviculture is 

the art & science of 
managing forests –
light, deer impact, 
plant competition –
using our knowledge 
of Silvics to favor the 
species that meet  the 
diverse needs & 
values of landowners 
& society on a 
sustainable basis.



Yeah, Yeah, but what is 
Silviculture?

• Reading your woods
• Watching & waiting
• Timber harvesting
• Fencing
• Fertilization
• Herbicide 

Application
• Prescribed fire
• Seeding and planting



Yeah, but for me, why 
silviculture?

• To earn income 
• To create habitat for 

wildlife
• To address forest health 
• To favor some trees 
• To change the look
• To accelerate tree 

growth



Yeah, but for me, why 
silviculture?

• To transmit your 
appreciation for the 
woods and your passion 
for its excellence by 
nurturing its health, 
diversity, and 
productivity for the 
values you choose.

















So, how do I make choices?

• Know your forest
• Know the silvics of the species in your 

forest
• Know your objectives
• Think about the future as well as the 

present



Some generalizations
• Any given acre of 

land has a certain 
growing capacity

• And provides habitat 
for some but not all 
plants and animals

• You can choose 
whether it’s 
producing little rings 
of wood on lots of  
little trees - OR



Some generalizations
• Lots of fern – OR -



Some generalizations
• Bigger rings of wood 

on fewer larger trees
• AND habitat for 

different plants and 
animals, including 
potentially seedlings 
for a new generation



Some generalizations
• Wildlife species have 

widely varying habitat 
requirements, but we 
know a fair amount about 
what each species likes

Eckley TNC
USFS



Some generalizations

• Most PA tree species 
depend on advance 
regeneration –
seedlings established 
before a regeneration 
cut – to sustain 
themselves

• Partial cuts often 
stimulate advance 
regeneration



Some generalizations

• Most PA forests are 
even-aged but not 
even-sized because 
our species vary so 
much in shade 
tolerance and 
growth rate



Some generalizations
• Sustaining tree 

species diversity 
and valued tree 
species in PA 
forests is tricky

• We have to think 
about it every time 
we take action in our 
forests



Special Case – Mixed Hardwood 
Sustainability

• EVERY
silvicultural 
activity has 
reforestation & 
sustainability 
consequences



“But I don’t make regeneration 
harvests…”

• Partial cuts “set 
the table” (or 
clear it) for natural 
regeneration 
processes…
– Seed source
– Stimulate dense 

understory shade
– Deer habitat 



Some things to talk with a 
professional about before…

• What attributes of your forest do you value 
the most (tree and wildlife species, scenic 
views, a stream, existing trails…)

• What is the professional’s plan for protecting 
and sustaining those values?

• Is s/he thinking about seed source for your 
favorite species in the long run?

• About habitat for the wildlife you value?



Some silviculture vocabulary

• Even-aged forests and even-aged 
silviculture are for trees in a given area 
all with relatively similar ages (not 
necessarily similar sizes)

• Uneven-aged forests and uneven-aged 
silviculture applies where trees of very 
different ages grow in close proximity

• Two-age  and Transition Silviculture              



Some vocabulary

• Selective cut is 
NOT a silviculture 
term.  It usually 
means someone 
other than you is 
selecting the trees 
they want from your 
forest with little 
thought to your 
forests’ future.



Selection cut – in uneven-age 
stands



Questions to ask about a 
selection cut

• How do you know that my forest is uneven-
aged? Are those small trees really young?

• Will you be changing the species composition of 
the large trees?  How and why?

• Which species in my forest are likely to grow 
well in perpetual shade?

• Which wildlife are you planning to benefit?



Age – Size - Vigor

Vigorous young 
sapling

Flat-topped, low 
vigor old sapling

Bottom line – small old trees NOT a 
good substitute for small young trees



Group Selection
• A special case of 

selection cutting 
that includes 
large temporary 
openings within 
the forest for sun-
loving species to 
regenerate and 
grow



Questions to ask about a  
group selection cut

• What species and trees do you expect to 
fill in the patches?

• Can you show me the seedlings that will 
thrive in those patches ?

• If they’re not there already, where will they 
come from?

• Should I be worried about fern or invasive 
plant species getting started in those 
openings?



Even-age silviculture

• Each silviculture 
activity takes place 
at a separate time in 
the life of a stand

Regenerate

Tend

Harvest



Thinning

• Removes some 
trees, usually to 
benefit the growth of 
the trees left behind

• Usually makes little 
different to wildlife 
habitat



Questions to ask about a 
thinning

• How are you choosing the trees to leave 
behind?

• Will this thinning give my favored trees 
and species additional room to grow?

• Will it increase the average diameter 
and quality (by removing some poor 
quality trees?

• Will it leave seed source for the trees I 
want to regenerate later?



Regeneration Cuts
• Know the plant species you cherish.  

Most PA species need to be on the 
ground as seedlings BEFORE a final 
regeneration cut

• Know the barriers to regeneration – they 
are many: deer, interfering plants 
(native and invasive), seed source

• Really, every timber harvest has 
regeneration consequences



An ASID test
• Advance regeneration 

– Do you have it? Is it abundant?

• Seed source for desirable 
species
– Regen cut or not, this matters

• Interfering plants
– Present? Will your harvest help 

them?

• Deer



Clearcut

• If, by some chance, 
all the stars are 
aligned and your 
forest passes the 
ASID test, you could 
remove all or most 
of the trees 
presently there to let 
the new seedlings 
grow fast

Photo Courtesy G.W. Miller, USFS



Post-harvest appearance 

No reserve trees 15 reserve trees/ac

Slide Courtesy G.W. Miller, USFS



Shelterwood Cut
• If you want to 

regenerate a large 
area in your forest, but 
the forest isn’t  
completely ready, a 
shelterwood cut might 
be the next step

• Removes some but not 
all trees to create 
specific conditions 
right for regeneration

Photo Courtesy Pat Brose, USFS



Shelterwood cut
• The correct use of 

shelterwood cuts 
differs by target 
species

• Oak seedlings 
need to be there 
before, while 
cherry come in 
after



An Introduction to 
Silviculture

• “Silviculture is the art 
& science of controlling 
the establishment, 
growth, composition, 
health, and quality of 
forests & woodlands to 
meet the diverse needs 
& values of landowners 
& society on a 
sustainable basis.”

Society of American Foresters 1994



Tree or forest …culture

• the quality in a person 
or society that arises 
from a concern for what 
is regarded as excellent 
in our forests, our effort 
to sustain or increase 
those in our woods, 
while using the beautiful 
things that arise there.



Tree or forest …culture

• the quality in a person 
or society that arises 
from a concern for what 
is regarded as excellent 
in our forests, our effort 
to sustain or increase 
those in our woods, 
while using the beautiful 
things that arise there.


